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Advanced Mechatronics: 
Project Plan

Phase 1: Design testing platform

Phase 2: Automated landing sequence

Phase 3: Battery charging station + 
optimum control performance



Landing Pad: Charging Wire



Charger Adaptor



Battery Adaptor



General Hardware Improvements
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LED power

Raspberry Pi 
LED control
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Charger



Overview
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AR Drone System Schematic: Phase 2
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AR Drone System Schematic: Phase 3
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Codes for GUI Button



Codes for Variable Print



Codes for Button Control



Communication between



Drone Autonomous Landing



Consolidation
● Previous control system used the following hardware:

○ Wii camera + Arduino Micro + XBee for feedback
○ Propeller to use parallel programmed cogs for feedback modification and 

control of output plus hand controller manual control system
○ Manual joystick controller
○ Computer + XBee dongle with Processing code to communicate control 

feedback to Drone via wifi
● Current control system uses the following hardware:

○ Wii camera + Arduino Micro + XBee for feedback
○ Raspberry Pi for multithreading code to run GUI plus conversion of 

control feedback for automatic control
● This consolidation makes the system most suitable for users with disabilities 

who cannot use a manual joystick for normal operation
● Additionally, it removes the necessity of an extra computer operating system 

and propeller processor
○ Much easier to set up and move around
○ Fewer hardware parts reduces the possibility of problems with the system 

due to bad wiring connections



Results
● We have developed an autonomous landing pad that has capabilities to steer 

the drone and land it on the magnets of the landing pad
○ The Raspberry Pi incorporates all previous controls of propeller and 

processing into a single unit
○ With a good hand GUI, Raspberry Pi takes commands from manual 

control GUI and automatic Wii feedback to land the drone accurately.
● Our automatic landing controller is a multiple input multiple output (MIMO) 

system.
○ Angle of tilt still not accounted for: causes instability
○ Develop and implement linear quadratic regulator (LQR)

CONTROLLER
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Control System: Major Issue
● Due to the difference in processing RAM of the R-Pi vs. a conventional 

computer, the R-Pi code crashes unexpectedly when running
○ Previously developed Linux libraries were used to link our python code 

with AR Drone wifi
○ We speculate these libraries are designed for operating systems with 

sufficient processing power to run the Drone camera and control system 
simultaneously

● But then a dilemma arises: How can the smartphone app work so well to 
control the drone on an even smaller OS than R-Pi?
○ More detective work is needed to modify the C libraries linking high level 

control commands to AR Drone wifi so that R-Pi can run them more 
efficiently: a non-trivial software problem.

● Although the system does work without error a good percentage of the time, 
this problem must be fixed for reliable use.



Results-2

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pM651EnFYl4


Future Improvements
● Because of many crashes in testing the AR Drone, the blades are 

damaged and need replacement. There may be additional damages as 
well.
○ Solution: Buy a new AR Drone

● The current control system has not been tested enough to optimize the 
current control configuration
○ Solution: Perform more testing

● The electronics onboard AR Drone are off center from the COM and 
cause possible drift.
○ Solution: Modify electronics to fit in the middle

● MIMO systems perform better with a linear quadratic regulator (LQR)
○ Solution: Implement LQR with control scheme

● There are 3 inputs and 4 outputs on the MIMO loop 
○ Solution: Use another sensor to monitor and correct for tilt angle


